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Kit Lotus editorial - “the worlds only magazine dedicated solely to scale model
Belated new year greetings, welcome to the first issue of
Volume 8, I hope you are enjoying our journey as much
as I am. New Lotus things just keep popping out from all
sorts of places to keep us interested. I trust you all had
great Christmas holidays and that you weren’t too
perturbed by the snow and that most of all Santa
indulged your obsession like he did mine.
I got my eyes back just over the Christmas holidays after
nine weeks of having a bubble of gas right where you
need to focus on close up work and so it was great to get
back into some modelling. I managed to complete the
Ebbro Rob Walker 72C much to my delight and so I have
featured it for your interest. Following up from that, I
made a start on the Model Factory Hiro Lotus 77 (early
version) that I had found in my Christmas stocking. It was
a gift and so it has to jump the build queue, more on that
as well.
I had heard that more of our favourite model producers
were getting into 3D printing for making small parts or
masters for moulding, The medium sized outfits as well
as the large ones have already invested in 3D, no doubt
justified by the size of the business and the turnover. I
featured MFH for example way back in 2012. However, it
is starting to find its way into the hands of our more
specialised model makers such as Bestbalsakits and
SMTS. I had a word with both and both of them kindly
gave me some insight as to where we are with specialist
modelling and what is likely to happen. It is a fascinating
subject so hopefully you will enjoy my article on the
matter.
Books featured highly on my Christmas list, they always
do, and this year a copy of the Lotus 49 Workshop Manual came along. A nice read but I think I was expecting
more. The previous Lotus 72 manual provided a lot more
detail nevertheless, I wasn’t disappointed. I still have a
49 to build so it will come in very useful later.
Also on the book list was The British at Indianapolis, a
much more fascinating tale about the British Revolution
and virtual takeover of the establishment. Admittedly,
John Cooper lit the blue touch paper but our own Mr
Chapman caused the riot that followed and after Jim
Clark’s nearly win in 63 and his proper win in 65, nothing
would be the same again! Review next issue.
At the risk of being controversial, one book that definitely
won’t grace my shelves is the follow up publication to the
BBC film “Grand Prix the Killer years”. We all know and
appreciate the almost gladiatorial , atmosphere that surrounded formula one, and none of us can argue that if it
weren’t for Jackie Stewart and the likes of BRM boss
Louis Stanley, many more drivers may have perished.

Lotus”

I watched the film and concluded it was almost a character
assassination of Colin Chapman, even the book has a Lotus
49 on the front cover. Why a Lotus? Who died in 49? Or a
33, or 25 for that matter? I’m sure others find it as
annoying especially as there is no possibility of right of
reply. Anyhow, I took the liberty of having a quick look at
record date and found that since 1949, 51 drivers have
died in formula one cars, 7 of them in a Lotus, just the
same number as Ferrari—this includes as well the crashes
at Goodwood on the hill climb (1) and the recent tragic
incident at the Silverstone Classic, so that takes the
number down to 5. Of the five only can conclusively be
attributed to a failure on the car, that of Pedro Rodriguez in
Mexico 1962.
Recently, Gary David from Macedonia , Ohio, very kindly
sent me a DVD of Peter Warr’s after dinner speech at a US
Lotus Owners Gathering. Much of the content of his speech
that day will be familiar to any one who bought his book,
Life on the Pit Wall, but, one of the most comprehensive
parts of his speech is the calculated and factual way in
which he describes the circumstances leading up to Jochen
Rindt’s accident at Monza. It certainly puts a different slant
on the popular conception of what happened that day. It is
a matter of record that
lightness was a factor in
Chapman’s designs but what about the other 37 deaths? it
is highly improbable that they were all down to driver error.
If the book is anything like the programme, I won’t be buying it.
Back to less controversial things, 2015 is the time to
celebrate 50 years since Jim Clark’s and Tem Lotus best
ever season in 1965 where they virtually swept all before
them in all sorts of formulae. I’ve included something on
this in this issue and I am very pleased to announce that Kit
Lotus will be representing the marque at the 2015
International Historic Motorsports Show—Race Retro, over
the three days of the show at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, 20th, 21st & 22nd February. We will be delighted to
see you there at Stand E82 in Hall 2 where we will have our
tribute to Jim and the Team on display assisted by some
new graphics that includes photos kindly provided by
Graham Gauld, Jim Clark’s biographer. See you there.
Later in May, we will once again be supporting
Automodelismo 5, a small event tucked away in the village
of Hanslope, near Milton Keynes. It is a great show with
many model car clubs exhibiting their skills. It will be a nice
sunny day so you have no excuse not to be there .

Last of the Gentleman Racers—Rob Walker Lotus 72C
Ebbro 1:20 scale Rob Walker Lotus 72C

AS I mentioned in the last issue, I started to assemble the
Ebbro 1:20 scale Rob Walker Lotus 72C. I chose to make
the US & Mexico Grand Prix version because I don’t like the
stripped down Monza version, I don’t think it sits right and I
prefer the rear view mirror arrangement which true to form
with these Ebbro kits allows a choice to be made. All credit
to them for including options but my feeling is if Mr Ebbro
has gone to all this trouble of providing the neat mirror
supports and the careful packaging and the well thought
out drilling jig, we at least ought to use them.

Ebbro do leave out some things, like fuel line for example
but I suppose with us, we just go through the spares box and
see what we can find. The ignition pack offers a distributor
front with two slots through which to feed the plug leads
which looks a bit naff so I used a combination of Studio 27
distributor and fuel injection with EJAN fuel lines to create
the ignition system and plug leads.

MFH hollow connectors helped at the fuel pump and behind
the dash. A mixture of Tamiya seat belt buckles and MFH
seat belt cloth sorted that out. Using rivet heads from True
The ever patient Rob Walker stuck with Lotus for what Detail helped provide the impression of anchor bolts.
would be his last ever car before closing the team and Inside the cockpit, I lined the floor and the sidewalls with
putting some support over to Surtees. Sadly, the car and

Bare Metal Foil aluminium to try and create a used effect.
The battery found itself having the connecting wires fitted
but both put through a heat shrink sleeve.
Ebbro also provide a set of superbly printed (by Cartograf)
decals, again with options depending on the race subject.
They also include a wrap around for the cockpit surround
driver combination of Lotus72 and Graham Hill didn’t bring and white panels to wrap over the wings. I must confess to
any success as their season petered out with retirement. not particularly liking this idea so I elected to spray the rear
However, as always the Walker car was well turned out and wing using Ford Diamond White, and to decal the front. Paint
is best I feel so I sprayed the completed rear wing. I did
I think the Ebbro subject is excellent.
I had observed when first starting this, my first Ebbro kit,
the vagaries of the instructions in regard to synching with
the parts sprues. And, that I thought some of the engine
block parts didn’t fit together well with a gap or two hear
and there. I should have had a more careful read of the
instructions because as the build progressed it was obvious
these gaps and cut outs were actually locating points for
other components such as the radius arms. Chapman
would have been impressed that one part would perform
more than one function.
I also liked the idea that the suspension parts don’t always
follow the doctrine of other makers by having almost a
complete ‘C’ shape to locate onto another part. Ok so this
gives more movement but when complete, how often do we
spend time adjusting or moving such parts? It wouldn’t be
practical for a start. Ebbro have spotted this and similar however use the wrap around technique with decal on the
parts have only part of ‘C’ location which means you can front wing using the reasoning that it would be ok because
there is much less of it.
………...Continued
offer it up to the correct position and cement it in place.

Rob Walker Lotus 72c continued
When I came to fitting the rear wing, I had to make sure
that four points were all in alignment or it would look. I
was apprehensive to the point of remembering back to
childhood days and trying to fit the upper wing using
struts on an old Airfix Sopwith Camel, I would be all over
the place trying to get the struts in line and then trying to
get the upper wing to stay where is was for any great

When assembling any kit, the end result is only there when
you the modeller calls time on how much and what level of
detail you wanted as the outcome. I’m really pleased about
this 72 and look forward to building some more.

Component Quality
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«««
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Overall Appearance
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Studio 27 has stepped up a gear with its recent release of
1:20 decal sets to convert the Ebbro 72Ds to the versions
from the South African Formula One Championship such as
the Team Gunson and Lucky Strike cars which saw many
more wins for Lotus F1 cars.
However, those of us old enough to remember the series and
those who have read about it and seen images since then
will have spotted that several of the cars were sponsored by

amount of time whilst the glue set. I needn’t have
worried, The Ebbro locations worked first time, happy
days.
For the paint finish I used Tamiya Racing Blue and body
panels were set in place using Top Detail dzeus fasteners
rather than the decal provided.
In regard to the decals, Cartograf have done a super job.
The print quality is as high as you would expect and they
went on just fine. I did however, discard the windscreen
wrap around in favour of mask and spray using the
excellent Tamiya masking film, and, the Brooke Bond Oxo
panels were given a dose of decal softener whilst waiting
for these panels to set around the body shape.
Some of the choices of which sprue which component
appears on is a little bewildering but easily sorted. You
will need to paint more items than you would normally
find hanging off a plated parts sprue in a Tamiya but this
again poses no great issue especially if, unlike me, you
are a dab hand with an airbrush on those small
components.

tobacco companies which presents us with a problem. The
Gunson car for example, resplendent in a shade of brown
and English mustard (or nicotine) yellow will be ‘Team’ and
those striking white and red ones will just be ‘lucky’ Both
liveries, and the others will no doubt boost the Ebbro kit
sales in Republic South Africa as well as here but I suspect
we will have to wait for those unaffected by conscience at
Tabu Design or F’artifice to rescue the sense of reason and
produce the words to fill in the gaps. Potentially this will
allow us to build a complete set of 72s from the initial Rindt
car right through the Gold Leaf and John Player Special eras
Visit Kit Lotus at Europe’s biggest International Historic
Motorsports show—Race Retro. Get your ticket on line
now and head for Stand E82 Hall 2

3D printing - is it the future?

3D printing has been around for a while now with momentum gathering in
our very own model making industry. 3D printing is a process for generating
three dimensional objects by adding layers of polymers which are cured with
UV lasers to form an object which has been created from a computer
programme. It gives the opportunity to produce components quickly and
cheaply when compared to the extensive and expensive process of
producing patterns and master prototypes. Cheaply is a relative term.
3D printing came about in the early eighties when a Japanese gentleman
Hideo Kodama working at an industrial research institute invented two
Additive Manufacturing methods of a three-dimensional plastic model with
photo hardening polymer, where the UV exposure area is controlled by a
mask pattern. Then in 1984, Chuck Hull of 3D Systems Corporation
developed a prototype system based on this process and known as
Stereolithography, in which layers are added by curing photopolymers with
UV lasers. Hull defined the process as a system for generating
three-dimensional objects by creating a cross-sectional pattern of the object
to be formed and confirming what Kodama had invented. Hull’s main
contribution being widely
accepted 3D printing software and the digital
slicing and infill strategies common to many processes in use today.
Fortunately for us this Martian language translated into the 3D printers used
in the hobbyist world producing free deposition modelling, a special application of plastic extrusion.
Step forward to all of those aftermarket components we model builders
cherish so much and you will notice more and more three –dimensional
products other than photo etched parts coming on to the market. And, no
surprise, it is our artisan friends who are cutting their teeth, and their wallets
to bring that extra to our hobby in one form or another. Like most forms of
technology, those in industry have to adapt to survive and those up first as
they say, are best dressed.

I turned to two of our keenest Lotus providers to help put together an
article that may interest you on two fronts, the technology and the
commitment. I asked Wim of Bestbalsakits and Keith at SMTS to give
Right—Lotus 72C Air boxes for 1:12
Tamiya and 1:8 Revell/Entex from
3D printing

“These parts help me pay
back the investment of the
printer, which was about Euro
3000 (including the upgrade,
rather expensive shipment
etc.). “

3D Printing - 8th wonder of the world?

“I asked both Wim and Keith to tell us about the impact as this technology finds
its way in to more mainstream about how it was affecting their final products.
Whether they felt is necessary to keep up with the rest of the industry or
whether it was an opportunity to take advantage of the increasing thirst for
grade up parts and model changes?
What about the expense and the level of investment needed to ensure they get
maximum return on investment?
Firstly, Wim replied with an amazing story:

“I don’t have crystal ball to see where the hobby is going, or what customers
want/need, so I just do the things I’d like to see/buy myself.
You know I’m a sucker for Lola T70 cars, and when I first saw the Lola Le Mans
67 entry powered by Aston Martins V8 Project 219 engine, I just had to have
that engine and the whale tale rear body in 1/12 to fit Tamiya’s kit...
The rear body was made by hand: I’m pretty good with filler & sanding paper,
so I just started it and got it finished to my own likings. And, although I also
have lathe & mill, my skills simply aren’t good enough to make an entire engine
by hand. But, not to have that 8 cylinder engine, was out of the question.
So I went to take a (3 year) drawing course to tackle Inventor 3D drawing
software, with only 1 purpose: to get that engine out.
During this course, I started to read about 3D printers, and I bought an
Ultimaker, a Dutch 3D printer that will print using ABS plastic. Helas, without
tweaking – which I did not want to spend my time on – the detail that machine
produced was not fine enough to make my scale models.
I had this machine only a few weeks, when I received an email from
crowdfunding org. Kickstarter, stating an US based university spin off firm was
trying to raise money to develop a 3D lithographic printer for the home user
market, promising professional detail for ‘amateur’ price. So, I sold my ABS
printer, and signed in on the Kickstarter offer: I bought the FORM1 printer.
I have that printer now for about 1.5 year, and, few months ago, I had it
upgraded to FORM1+ which has proven to be better, quicker & certainly more
reliable than its older version. I now use this printer on 2 different levels: first
level is to print low detail parts, and sell them right out of the printer without 3 rd
parties getting involved. Few examples are the 1/12 left hand dashes to fit
Tamiya’s Datsun, or the 1/12 & 1/8 Lotus 72C air intakes that would fit
Tamiya’s & Entex’ 72D models. These parts help me pay back the investment
of the printer, which was about Euro 3000 (including the upgrade, rather
expensive shipment etc.)

Lola Aston
Martin
parts—right
Lotus 72
airbox - left

3D printing continued
2ndly, I use the printer to make prototypes of more complex
nature. Some parts simply are too complex or have too fine
detail for my printer to tackle, and these will still get printed
by professional service. The advantage here lies in time
management: I can draw a part, have it printed overnight,
and test/check/alter in the morning. If needed, adjust what
is needed, and have it printed 2nd time, or maybe even 3rd
time in 24 hrs. When sending parts to pro service, it will
take at least few days if not weeks before they return.
First item I tried doing using 3D software and my printer,
was 1/8 James Hunt helmet (which goes nicely with the
1/8 Entex M23 ;-) Next project were 1/12 HRE P43S rims
to fit Tamiya’s 1/12 Enzo kit. I outsourced the printing for
the prototypes seen the fragile detail on the spokes (.3mm
border only for 11 spokes, both sides, each approx. 15mm
long, different design on front & rear rims), and the resin
copies were also outsourced (UK based company).

*Ultimaker, MakerBot etc., are similar machines: ABS

plastic sits on a roll, gets heated through thermocouple,
and a fine nozzle (.3mm) divides it on the printing surface.
**Form1 is a lithographic printer: liquid resin will get hard
when rays of UV light get shone on it, so underneath a
reservoir with liquid resin, a powerful laser light is directed
to harden the resin following the pattern that is drawn in
the art work. This machine is much better to produce detail. Detail is up to .025mm and if you don’t push it to its
limits and print parts with not too fine detail, it can produce nice parts that can be sold right from printer.

So, now I knew what was possible, I started drawing the
engine. In about 100hrs drawings were finished. Again prototype printing was outsourced. Thanks to the professional
software, one can check digitally for fit of parts, so when
sending them to get printed, the developer is pretty sure all
will work as foreseen. The engine, as well as the body transkit
got completed with machined
metal parts, photo etch, vac
formed window & decals, and is
now for sale though my web
store.

Latest ‘project’ I started with, is development of a transkit
that will let the customer transform Tamiya’s 1/12 Datsun
into the Camel GT Pace Car as developed by Bob Sharp.
This is an ‘on & off’ project, as I only work on it when I have
the time to spare, and when I feel like doing it. Although I
followed a bunch of lessons, I feel that for some (mostly
body) shapes, my skills are not 100% where they should be,
and it is pretty frustrating to bounce against the boundaries
of your skills.
Although I think the 3D printer and its software is nice to
have, and that it saves me big time while developing new
parts, investment is rather big, and return is slow so I’m not
sure I’d recommend it for anyone just to play a little around
with it.
Since I use the software professionally, I got an official
license which costs approx. Euro 5000. Add a compatible
PC, and your spending rounds the sum of Euro 9500 in
total.

Modest looking Form 1 print cabinet
For ‘high detail’ parts I develop to have ‘mass produced’, I
send the art work to professional printing service and
have them print the parts. When they return, they require
little clean up before the will be used as masters for making resin copies. Making copies, is something I outsource
because of two reasons: first, I want the parts to be perfect or at least near perfect and that level I cannot achieve
without professional equipment, and 2nd: I simply hate the
stuff that gets sticking everywhere except there where I
want it to do so ;-) “

3D Printing continued

Back to the UK and another take on the subject
came from Keith at SMTS who has been using 3D
printing to produce patterns for casting,
unfortunately the 3D printers won’t print metal just
yet! Keith takes up the story…...

www.lotusracer.com is an interesting site to
visit, it has an animated 360 degree viewer of
the Lotus XI

“The whole 3D thing came about because one of our
guys does a bit of digital drawing and producing 3D
models is the next logical step.
We also had a job to make a science fiction
spacecraft for an online gaming company and were
sent the 3D files that were used for the actual game.
It was logical to use these files for the pattern rather
than make the original patterns in the traditional way
At this stage we are only using 3D printing for our
original patterns, it is still too expensive to produce
individual models this way, but it will come and fairly
soon.
We have not purchased a machine as the technology
is moving forward so fast, and prices tumbling, so we
just buy time on other machines. But again we
probably will have our own machines in due course.

Sunday 17th May
Hanslope Village Hall, MK19 7NZ

The biggest issue is that there are no digital files
for most of our subjects and we therefore have
to draw the models from scratch. Where files do
exist they are often in very expensive industrial
programmes that are just too much for us.
The good thing is that once drawn it is pretty
easy to make changes for a different version.”
It is good to see the enthusiasm for change and
progress remains within the specialist industry
producing small runs of models. But it does also
work against them in that the bigger mass
production players can also use this method for
churning out resincast models which is probably
why we are seeing the subjects normally
reserved for the specialists coming out in
reasonably priced finished models.
Both Keith and Wim have promised to keep us
updated and I am grateful for their help in giving
us an insight onto up to date technologies. So
next time you wonder about the cost of that
upgrade, just remember how much time and
cost went into bringing it to you.
JT

Cheeky image from 2013 Race Retro—SMTS Lotus
18 nestling in the front wheel of the real thing
driven by Stirling Moss Monaco

Celebrating 65 fifty years on.

1965 saw the best ever season for the ultimate
combination of Team Lotus and Jim Clark. Now fifty years
on many fans of both will celebrate the achievements in
various ways. For Kit Lotus, our model Lotus displays will
reflect this with special graphics highlighting our favourite
Jim Clark models. In many ways 1965 epitomised motor
racing of the period where drivers were not limited to a
sanitised programme of purely Formula One racing and
whilst there were contractual issues preventing the
drivers driving just anything, what they did drive for their
respective teams could be varied and not uncommon,
they would drive three types of car in three formulae at
the same race meeting. Imagine that now?
Between them Lotus and Clark wrapped up the Formula
One Drivers Championship, took several non
championship Formula One wins, won the Formula One
Constructors Championship, the Tasman Championship,
the British Formula Two Championship and the
European/French Formula Two Championship. If it
weren’t for the big banger Ford Mustangs, no doubt the
Saloon Car championship would have once again fallen
their way. On top of all this the worlds richest motor race
the Indianapolis 500 gave Clark probably his greatest
victory and changed life for American motor racing
forever. All this from a driver who hadn’t spent his
childhood in karting or sat in front of lifelike simulators,
he did it with the rare talent of a natural
Any Lotus model collection must have a large proportion
of Jim Clark’s cars, we are no exception and here is a
flavour of 1965 in miniature, some of the models
featured in Kit Lotus magazine may not be the ones
making the headlines but they still played a part. They
show that despite all the wins which meant a lot of races,
there were lots more races in 1965 which didn’t produce
a championship but highlighted Jim Clark’s dedication
and tenacity
Lotus 40 – Like many Lotus drivers, Jim had to take the
rough with the smooth and only his heroic driving style
ensured the unloved Lotus 30 had a modicum of success
the previous year but in 1965 the next generation Lotus
40 did nothing. This super 1:8 scale Lotus 40 is scratch
built by Peter Pedroza, using multi-media materials
including brass, aluminium and plastic Peter has created
a stunning replica. The backbone chassis is constructed
from plasticard, the body panels in fibreglass. Details
such as the inlet trumpets and the bezels on the front of
the dials are carefully machined in aluminium and the
dials? They are cut out from a Demon Tweeks catalogue,
glued in and sealed with a clear acrylic, very effective. As
for the tyres, they are machined mdf with the treads cut
from plasticard and wrapped around the tyre, amazing
stuff but a fantastic end product, no one would know
unless they had been told.

Lotus 40 detail, just open the door and jump in
Lotus Cortina – In 1964 the works Lotus Cortinas with Jim
Clark at the wheel swept all before them, not so in 1965.
The big Ford Mustangs were cleaning up in the hands of
Roy Pierpoint, Jack Brabham and Gawaine Baillie but the
antics of the Cortinas helped wow the large crowds like
this typical Bottom Bend pose of a three wheeling Cortina.
Again this model in 1:24scale is by Peter Pedroza and
uses a resin body shell with scratch built interior and a
modified driver figure used to depict the great man
himself. Set in a diorama, this resin model originates from
an artisan maker and has a little too much width on its

Three wheeler not built by Reliant
flanks to sit as a kerbside display model and so adapts
much better to being used in this diorama context.
Lotus 33 – Not widely available in any big scale apart from
a very old 1:12 scale kit that wasn’t particularly good.
However, in smaller scale South Eastern Finecast has a
1:24 scale metal kit , SMTS takes care of the 1:43. In
diecast or resincast Spark cater for up to 1:18 scale.
……...continued

1965 remembered

Lotus 38 – The big winner of the year back in 1965 and
a big star of the 2013 Autosport International, the Lotus
38 sealed the changes to American motorsport forever
with Jim’s convincing win at the Indianapolis 500. The car
has been modelled in 1:25 scale in the USA –Testors
being the maker. Later it appeared in 1:24 from South
Eastern Finecast and 1:43 from SMTS. In diecast the now
defunct Carousel produced a brilliant version in 1:18
scale. I trawled through the entire stock of diecast at the
Indianapolis Hall of Fame shop only to find the Dan
Gurney white and blue version, in the end I settled for the
only model of the Lotus 56 they had in stock. Later I was
to be very lucky and picked up the green 38 on the
internet for less than £50. The model is now changing
hands at over £200. But, by far the biggest daddy of
Lotus 38 models was revealed on the Classic Team lotus
stand at the 2013 Autosport International by makers
Amalgam. In huge 1:8 scale it just looks real.

The pride of the class of 65—Coventry Climax
1965 must have left everyone breathless such was the
frantic season Lotus set themselves, the star player lives
on in our enthusiasm forever, Jim Clark, simply the best, no
question

1:8 Scale Amalgam (above) 1:18 scale Carousel (below) both
well detailed for their price range albeit the gap between is
huge

The Jim Clark Trust together with
Classic Team Lotus and Club Lotus are
organising a special weekend in Duns
on the weekend of 16th/17th May to
celebrate 1965.
The Jim Clark Weekend.
Over fifty classic and modern Lotus
Sports Cars will feature, to celebrate
the inspiration and legacy of one of the
worlds greatest ever motorsports
legends.

Coventry Climax – We couldn’t mention 1965 without
Coventry Climax, their swansong as the changes were
rung for the new 3.0 Litre rules starting the following year.
Team Lotus flying the flag with the engine that came to
epitomise the 1.5 litre period of Formula One. This one is
scratch built in 1:5 scale, the artist once again being Peter Pedroza

Everyone is welcome

Model Factory Hiro - Lotus 77

You all know me by now, I’m the proverbial list switcher
when it comes to my unbuilt collection of model cars .
But, I am getting better at curbing the enthusiasm for
starting more builds than I can cope with and I think in
doing so it has improved the results.
I was given a Model Factory Hiro Lotus 77 full detail kit in
1:20 scale for Christmas and so it is only right that it
goes to the head of my build list so that the generous gift
giver will not have to wait years to see the finished item.

the journey begins

pretty much the same no matter how big or small the
parts are and so emptying a bag of white metal bits that
have chunks of flashing attached and visible splits is the
same as the Parts Controller bringing a stillage full of parts
to your bench for you to assemble. They all need careful
preparation and fitting before the final assembly.

Kit Lotus readers have on many occasions, made
comment about the difficulty of these kits and that often,
it has been difficult to get some components to fit.
Unperturbed by this I am really looking forward to getting
to grips with it. Having examined the components it is a
bit mind blowing in that lots of wire pegs have to be cut,
holes drilled for rivets and even for tyre valves! The
dashboard calls for six switches to fashioned from nickel
wire and rivets—I can barely see them!!
So far so good, the tub is in three main sections, a floor
and two sides, all three main components needed quite a
bit of metal removal and careful lining up before I could
pronounce them fitted. Similar amounts had to be
removed to make sure the dash cowling and pedal box
cover fitted as snugly.
I used a fine grade wire wool to get the parts something
like clean and it does leave an almost weathered look
when used over surfaces with relief details so I’m going to
try just a clear acrylic over those parts.
Its going to be a long job but one I hope to share with you
as things progress.
One of the first thoughts I had when examining the
contents of the kit, apart from the number of metal
components was for those who have to put the parts
together in the bags! Worse, if you have ever seen how
these parts come out of the mould you have to give
credit to the sorters as well!!
On to the kit. I’ve promised myself to stick to a game
plan which is, nothing gets painted or glued together
unless it has been dry fitted first. Quite basic you might
think but it is easy to get carried away in the excitement
of a new challenging kit.
Going bask to those claims that these kits can be too
difficult and that nothing fits, I made a start on the tub,
sorting through the parts bags for the right bits which is
when something struck me. When I was sixteen I joined
the Bentley Group as an engineering apprentice. Quite
naturally, training as a fitter meant fitting parts together,
learning to hand scrape main bearings or using a surface
grinder to get the precise fit for components is

I’m pleased to have received this early version as it depicts
how Colin Chapman wanted it to look when his new design
was debuted to the motoring press. The car ran in this trim
in Brazil but both Andretti and Peterson languished near
the back of field before each crashing out in separate
incidents after only 6 and 10 laps. The 77 struggled early
on but began to improve toward the end of the season
until finally Andretti defied the odds to win at the soaking
wet Japan Grand Prix where Hunt won his solitary world
title.

Bits & pieces…...
This time of year is the time is when main
stream manufacturers ply their wares at the
various trade shows and by far the biggest for
the stuff we are interested in as the Nurumberg
Show.
I’m grateful to Martin Mayor who sent me, hot
off the press, the complete list of intended
models shown at the show. Those prolific
Lotuseers from Spark are expecting us to buy 32
Lotus types ranging from XI’s, 23, Elans (old and
new), 80, 24, 72, 59, 18, 25 etc.

More Lotus 69 After my article last time about the AxelR Lotus 69, Jim Marsden sent me pictures of this set of
hand built 69s by Marmande. Left to right: Rindt, Fittipaldi
and Hunt with their respective scale figures and after my
comments about models of crashed cars (with the
exception of dioramas), along comes a dejected Fittipaldi
walking away from his wrecked 69. However, it does
illustrate the Marmande creation, one of his hand built
range. Crude maybe but a talent all the same that, like
stuff from lots of other famous artists, becomes cultural
after his death.

Quartzo are in on the act with 1:43 49bs and
72s and new 1:18 72s
AutoArt will have a Monaco winning Lotus 99t
and Sunstar, home of really good value has Elise
GT1s in the pipeline and a Peterson 72E all in
1:18
We should see Ebbro release their Rindt 49C
and both versions of the Lotus 88b 1:20 plastic
kits, not new news but they are edging closer.
TSM will put out a 1:18 56 driven by Emerson
Fittipaldi at the Race of Champions.
Surely it can’t be too long before someone who
owns the old tooling from Carousel, realises they
are missing a trick by not re-making the 38.
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